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SYLLABUS 4 

Next to the main studio assignment, in practical partial assignments students continue to 

expand the register of their expressive possibilities and freedom of movement between the 

media. They are still more independent. They should be able to decipher for example 

positives and negatives of confrontation acceptance, as we know them from the fate of the 

movement POP ART. Assignments become to be increasingly more demanding, sometimes 

seemingly paradoxical: through landscape and non-landscape, art of understanding, dialogue 

construction till final construction, which can also collapse and positively expire. Here, we 

are already at the stage of the thesis real contours, which should be individual, original, 

useful, and authentic and which will be a natural culmination of the three years of study. If it 

has not been mentioned, during the third and fourth semester practical professional ability 

to work in selected media is expected. When it comes to digital technology - ability of using 

source techniques of video cameras, work in programs Final Cut Pro, DVD Studio Pro, Adobe 

Flash and professional audio programs. For the realization of a professional planning 

documentation it is also necessary to know the programs for virtualization, photorealistic 

rendering and organic modeller. Equally important is the orientation between the Windows 

and Macintosh platforms, as well as the orientation in the areas of compression platforms, 

video and sound formats, codecs and web communications. Including consciousness of limits 

and the possible limits of these communication channels - knowledge of the programs 

manuals. Important is to talk about the complete permeability between individual school 

studios. In addition, a practice is required and each student should attend it at least once 

during his study. 

 

ASSIGNMENTS 

 material collections and multimedia collections II 

 stories, manual, defences II. 

 performance to space II. 

 kit of a clear and unclear purpose from whatever II. 

 Inhabit your island in the middle of the landscape 

 transfer your forest to virgin forest 

 go to hermitage although it is not possible 
 

 


